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Captivated and confined to a cave I call my mind. 

Fascinated while parades of shadows dance across the screen, 

The show’s enchantingly designed, yet I may as well be blind 

If I believe these shifting shapes can tell me what the author means. 

We decide what truly matters when we’re beaten bruised and battered. 

We’ve been victimized and hypnotized by smiling human beings. 

When we’re acting out of habit, no more free will than a robot,  

Chasing some imagined comfort, ghosts in shiny new machines. 

   It’s all as insubstantial as a dream. 

The tale’s so totally engaging, we’re enthralled in chains and waiting 

Life absorbs our full attention till we reach the bitter end. 

Turn each page anticipating, killing time suspense creating  

Our own mystery’s next twist of plot lies just around the bend. 

I have drawn some weird conclusions, contradictions and confusion. 

Now I’m finding resolution in the spaces in between. 

If I can lose my cherished notions, all the rules of time and motion  

Merely matters of opinion based on fictions heard and seen. 

   All as insubstantial as a dream. 

Idol observers sit in judgment, a spectacle of form and content, 

Pointing thumbs and posting comments or just scrolling down the page. 

Days and nights investing time spent in brain-eating entertainments. 

Actors, commentators, audience entangled and engaged. 



We make seek some higher purpose, love the rabbit more than the tortoise  

As we race to make a mark in time and make the angels scream. 

Chasing every new improvement, competitions forward movement.  

Is it ignorance or innocence or common sense unseen? 

It’s all as insubstantial as a dream. 

I would rather be delirious than take my thinking serious, 

More truth in honest laughter than in trying to impress. 

So live as if our lives depend on acting out what we pretend 

Maintain that sense of humour it’s the best thing we possess. 

In a world of woes and wonders,  made  of magic, smoke and mirrors  

To uncover buried treasure one must deviate from the herd. 

It may take some drastic measures - choosing joy over mere pleasure. 

But it should not take forever to learn which pastimes are absurd. 

  Freedom’s more than just another word. 

It’s tempting to believe we know the truth about this picture show; 

But placing faith in anything casts something else in doubt. 

Only a fool or child would be so rude to shout “THE KING’S STARK RAVING NUDE!” 

You know - a man’s wealth is proportional to what he can do without. 

Everybody craves approval and claims the right of first refusal; 

  But I’m the fool who struts the stage an hour, hiding in plain sight. 

In a play of sound and fury, for those who feed on fame and glory 

Or I can leave this cave of shadows now and step into the light. 

Awakening to sights unseen, as though the night had never been. 

That world was insubstantial as a dream. 


